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DISTRICT:-NAGAON.

IN THE COURT OF S.D.J.M.(M), HOJAI AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, HOJAI:: NAGAON.

PRESENT-MR. AJOY KR. BASUMATARY; AJS.

                  S.D.J.M.(M), HOJAI.

GR. Case No.-519/2008,U/S-341/323/294 of IPC

                                  The State of Assam. -----------------------Complainant.

-V-

Md. Hussain Ahmed. ----------------The accused person.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE PROSECUTION:- Abdul Hasib, Ld. Addl. P. P., Assam.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE ACCUSED PERSON:-         S. R. Choudhury. Ld. Advocate. HJI. B. A.   

Date of Evidences:-18-09-2014.

Date of Statement recorded U/S-313 Cr. P. C:-25-07-2016.

Date of Argument:-25-07-2016.

Date of Judgment:-25-07-2016 and

Date of Judgment delivered: 25-07-2016.

         J–U–D–G–M–E–N–T

1)   The Prosecution story in brief is like that the accused stands charged for

the  offences  of  Section-341/323/294  of  IPC  upon  the  ejahar  of  Md.  Babul

Lashkar.  On 14-06-2008 the informant lodged an ejahar in  P/S-Hojai  stating

inter-alia that on 14-06-2008 at about 11.45am at Hojai Town near SBI, the
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accused along with 2 others stopped him, when he was driving a bus-709. The

accused  had  assaulted  him  through  the  window  of  the  bus,  used  abusive

language /slang words, took Rs.12,00/- and a gold finger ring of about 04 anna

from his possession. 

2) The  First  Information  Report  (FIR in  short)  was  registered  and  police

investigated  into  the  case  and  after  its  usual  investigation,  submitted  the

Charge-sheet U/S-341/323/294 of IPC against the accused only.  The accused

person was released on bail  during the period of investigation. The C/S had

been accepted by the then Learned S.D.J.M.  for  necessary trial against  the

accused. He had taken the cognizance on the alleged offences of the charge

sheet accordingly. 

3) When the accused person appeared before the then Ld. Trial Magistrate,

he  was  allowed  to  remain  on  bail  during  trial.  The  necessary  copies  were

furnished to the accused person as per requisite of Section-207 Cr. P. C. 

On  finding  a  prima-facie  on  the  offences  Section-341/323/294 of  IPC

against the accused person, the then Ld. Trial Magistrate explained and read

out the substances of the aforesaid accusations to the accused; to which he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4) POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-

Whether  the  accused  had  committed  the  offences  of  Section-

341/323/294 of IPC and thereby he is punishable U/S-341/323/294 of IPC?
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5)         DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISION THEREON:-

         To prove its case the prosecution examined the informant/alleged victim,

Babul Laskar only as PW1.

Prosecution failed to present remaining other witnesses, in spite getting

enough  time  and/or  issuing  several  processes  upon  the  witnesses.  The

FIR/ejahar  is  exhibited  as  Ext.  no.1  and  Ext.1  (1)  is  the  signature  of  the

informant.  Accused  person  was  examined  U/S-313  Cr.  P.  C.  where  he  had

admitted that about the allegations and commission of the offences. He prayed

to have mercy on him. He stated has no previous criminal record and he would

not repeat such incident/case in future. Accused declined to adduce defence

evidence in his defence is the case. 

6) Then I heard the submissions of the Ld. Counsel of both the sides. Ld.

Counsel of the accused had submitted that the accused had already suffered

lots due to long pendency of the case. Prosecution failed to present any other

witness except the informant. Thus, he prayed to take the case leniently against

the accused person.

7)   Now  let  me  see  the  evidences  available  on  the  record.  From  the

testimony of  PW1,  it  is  seen that  he stated  clearly  that  on  the day  of  the

incident,  the accused stopped his  vehicle,  when he was coming Nagaon to

Hojai Natun Bazaar. Accused assaulted him and used abusive language against

him.  He  was  driving  public  vehicle,  his  vehicle  used  to  carry  passengers.
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Accused is an owner of a ticket counter, situated near the SBI, Hojai. On the day

of the incident, PW1 did not visit the counter belonged to the accused. 

 It  is  seen  that  PW1  has  not  exaggerated  during  his  evidences.  The

medical  injury  report  of  PW1  available  with  the  record  reveals  that  the

informant (PW1) got simple injury, caused by blunt object/weapon. 

On the other hand, the accused had admitted about the occurrence of

alleged  incident  and  he  stated  honestly  that  such  incident  would  not  be

occurred in future. He prayed to have mercy on him and he has no previous

criminal record. 

8) Accused person has no explanation, either in the form of his statement

or defence evidence with regard to his innocent. Defence failed to shake the

evidences of PW1, which reveals from the cross examination portion of PW1.

Hence, in absence of defence evidence and in view of the statement of the

accused  and  testimony  of  PW1,  it  can  be  presumed  that  the  accused  had

committed  the  charged  offences  and  the  accused  is  guilty  of  the  charged

offences. 

9)     Thus, I am of the view that the prosecution has succeeded to establish

the alleged charged offences of the Section-341/323/294 of IPC against  the

accused person. Considering all the evidences available on the records, I have

come to a conclusion that the accused is guilty under Section-341/323/294 of

IPC. Thus, I am of the view that the above point has been decided in affirmative

accordingly.
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10)           O-R-D-E-R 

     The Prosecution has  succeeded to  establish  its  charged offences

beyond all reasonable doubts against the accused. In the result, the accused is

guilty  of  offences of  Section-341/323/294 of  IPC.  It  is  an old pending case,

related  to  Summons  procedure  only  and  instituted  on  police  report.  The

accused has no previous criminal record. 

     Considering all the circumstances of the occurrence of the alleged

accident, antecedents of the accused and long pendency of the case, I am of

the view that the accused person deserves a lenient punishment, but he is not

entitled the benefit of the Probation of Offenders’ Act.  Thus, I convicted the

accused finding him guilty U/S-341/323/294 of IPC with a fine of Rs.500/-each

for the charged offences, (Altogether total Rs.1500/-) in default of payment of

fine simple imprisonment of 1(one) month each for the offences.

 In  case  of  fine  realization,  the  same  shall  be  deposited  in  the

appropriate head of account of Govt. of Assam. According to me, the above

punishment would be sufficient in the case. 

The accused person was in court bail and his bail bond surety shall be in

force till next 6 months as per Section-437 (A) of Cr. P. C. 

            The I.O. is to be directed to hand over the original documents to the

person concern, if any in due course of time as per law. 

Let the seized articles or documents if any be dispose of in due course of

time as per law. Inform the I.O. for compliance. 

Bench Assistant is asked to take necessary steps.
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11) A copy of the Judgment & Order be furnished to the accused free of cost.

12) The Judgment is given under my hand with sign and seal of the court and

delivered in the open court in presence of both the sides on this 25 th day of

July-2016 at Sankardev Nagar, Hojai.

13) This case is disposed of on contest.

(A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS) 

                                                                                     S.D.J.M(M)::HOJAI.

14) APPENDIX-

PW21-------------Informant/Md. Babul Laskar and 

Ext-1--------------FIR/ejahar of the case

.  

    (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)    

                                                                   S.D.J.M(M)::HOJAI.

******************************************************************


